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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report relates to a process, including an onsite visit from 10th to 12th of November 2021, 

for the purpose of accrediting the institution and programmes of the Ukrainian Evangelical 

Theological Seminary on the basis of the European Council for Theological Education 

(ECTE)’s current Standards and Guidelines, in the form of a Cyclical Review for current 

programmes and in the form of a programme accreditation for a new programme. It finds 

the school generally excellent in achieving its intentions in theological education, suggests 

to the ECTE Council four commendations of excellence, eight recommendations and no 

requirements.  

B. INTRODUCTION TO THE REVIEW 
The Ukrainian Evangelical Theological Seminary celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2017. The 
school was founded as the Ukrainian Pentecostal School of Theology, but has grown since its 
founding to include and serve various free-church denominations in Ukraine and in the 
region. The current rector of UETS (President) is Dr Ivan Rusyn who has served in this role 
since 2012.  

UETS was first accredited by ECTE (then EEAA) in 1999. Since that time, UETS has developed 
and accredited a number of different programs. UETS is seeking renewal of its accreditation 
under the auspices of the ECTE Standards and Guidelines for ECTE Accreditation (2019), 
which also include the Guidelines for Distance and Online Education, for its two Bachelor of 
Theology programs (BTh residential, BTh non-residential) and its Masters in Transformative 
Leadership (MTL or MTh in Transformative Leadership). In addition, UETS is seeking first 
time accreditation of a new program, Masters in Theology - Mission in the Modern City.  

UETS values accreditation with ECTE for several reasons: First, while situated both 
geographically and politically as a “bridge” (lit. the “Ukraine”) between Asia and Europe, the 
history of Ukraine and current regional factors cause the school to lean towards Europe in 
its orientation. Second, the current quality assurance provided by ECTE is more robust and 
stringent than others that are available. UETS deeply values this external, critical perspective 
that helps them to continue to shape their programs to comparable, internationally 
recognized standards. Finally, UETS also values ECTE’s emphasis on “fitness for purpose”, 
integrated character formation, and holistic, student-centred learning, all of which 
contribute to a more holistic mission. As such, while UETS has begun the process of seeking 
state licensure and accreditation, the school also desires to maintain and further develop its 
institution and programs under ECTE standards and guidelines.  

Because of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the school faced a number of additional 
hurdles in hosting this onsite visit. Earlier in the year, the staff member who oversees the 
accreditation processes for UETS passed away due to COVID-19. Several other faculty and 
staff also directly suffered due to the virus. In a context where scepticism and doubt have 
hindered the vaccine rollout, the school leadership has taken a significant stand in the 
community (and in line with government regulations) of requiring faculty and staff to be 
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vaccinated. All the VET members also complied with government regulations for the visit. 
UETS provided local travel insurance (required by the government) to cover the VET 
members during their visit, as well as PCR tests towards the end of the visit. 

The team was very warmly received by the leadership and the staff under the coordination 
of UETS’s review coordinator, Prof. Denys Kondyuk The school provided all means needed 
for an effective evaluation of the academic work and communal life of the institution. The 
programme of visitation and meetings was agreed upon in advance and carried out 
effectively, and included individual logins to UETS’s virtual learning environment (Moodle) 
for the VET members to view and review the VLE in the days leading up to the onsite 
meetings. Among other activities, members of the team were involved in meeting students, 
participating in community life events and lecture delivery. Discussions with board, 
leadership, faculty, staff and students were carried out in a collegial and friendly manner. 
From the team’s point of view, the documentation submitted and discussions held were 
highly transparent. The c-SER and the p-SER (new Masters) were submitted to the ECTE with 
hyperlinks to supporting documentation. A number of other documents were submitted to 
the VET on request in the days leading up to and during the visit. The SERs provide a good 
summary of the school’s current state and reflect very positive development in all areas, 
particularly since the last reviews in 2014 and 2016. 

The last renewal of accreditation for the residential vocational bachelor programme took 
place in 2014 with four recommendations for change. The renewal of accreditation of the 
non-residential vocational bachelor programme took place in 2016 with two 
recommendations for change. The first accreditation of the non-residential vocational 
masters programme in transformative leadership took place also in 2016 with six 
recommendations for change. The part time Mission in the Modern City masters 
programme was presented for first accreditation in this visit. Applications for the renewal of 
the existing programmes were made in August 2021 and for accreditation of the new 
programme in October 2021.  

The Standards and Guidelines which form the basis of this report are those applying post 
December 2019.1 Since delivery of the programme sometimes included an online element, 
the ECTE Guidelines for Online and Distance Education were used as further guidance.2    

The review was authorised by Dr Hubert Jurgensen as the ECTE Quality Assurance Co-
ordinator (QAC). It was conducted by a Visitation Evaluation Team (VET) put together by the 
Review Secretary of ECTE. The team consisted of peer experts, a student VET member and 
the review secretary, viz: 

• Prof. Caleb Hutcherson, Lebanon (Team leader) 

• Dr. Peter Penner, Austria 

•  Jieen Chen, Germany (student representative, Chinese citizen studying for an MA in 

Culture and Theology at the European School of Culture and Theology at Korntal, 

Germany. Jieen Chen has previously completed doctoral level studies in computer 

science.) 

 
1 ECTE Standards and Guidelines and can be found at http://ecte.eu/qa/standards/ 
2 The ECTE Guidelines for Online and Distance Education are located at http://ecte.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/06/Guidelines-for-Distance-and-Online-Education.pdf 

http://ecte.eu/qa/standards/
http://ecte.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Guidelines-for-Distance-and-Online-Education.pdf
http://ecte.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Guidelines-for-Distance-and-Online-Education.pdf
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• Dr Graham Cheesman, UK, (Review Secretary). 

Dr. Penner has visited UETS on numerous occasions in a voluntary teaching capacity, which 
he does at various programs in the region. The VET’s work was greatly facilitated by Dr. 
Penner’s Russian language fluency, as well as his deep knowledge of regional history and 
political dynamics that shape the context. Jieen Chen joined the VET as a student member, 
and put considerable effort into meeting with students and reviewing aspects of the 
program and library from the perspective of students' experience. For both Prof. Caleb 
Hutcherson and Jieen Chen, this was their first visit to UETS. Dr. Graham Cheesman, ECTE 
Review Secretary, was involved in the initial preparation for the visit on behalf of ECTE, as 
well as the report writing based on the VET members’ findings.  

The SER was planned and written in a professional manner following the template set out in 
the ECTE protocol for writing a SER which can be found at http://ecte.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/07/Guidelines-for-Producing-Self-evaluation-Reports.pdf .   It 
addressed each area of the relevant standards competently and comprehensively. A large 
number of additional embedded supporting documents (some in Ukrainian) was also well 
constructed and helpful.  

Logistical and administrative arrangements prior to the visit were set up as follows; 

1. The Review Secretary sent the SER, accompanying documents, and all previous 
correspondence with the school, to all VET members using Dropbox links. 

2. VET members communicated the results of their initial reading of the documents to 
the team leader and RS via email.  

3. In conjunction with the VET leader, the school organised and agreed a programme 
for the visit. 

4. Initial pre-visit meetings of the VET took place via Zoom.  
5. A working report document was set up using Google Docs for members of the team 

to access and modify, which followed the structure of the worksheet or interim 
report form pertaining to the current standards and protocol of ECTE. This was filled 
out and commented on by members of the VET as the visit progressed in preparation 
for the interim report-writing on the last day of the visit. 

6. The review took place over three days, beginning on Wednesday morning, 10 
November 2021 and concluding late on Friday afternoon, 12 November 2021. The 
visit schedule followed an adapted version of the Online Visit Protocol that loosely 
followed the order of the Standards and Guidelines, along with some amendments 
based on the school’s recommendations.  

 

 

 

http://ecte.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Guidelines-for-Producing-Self-evaluation-Reports.pdf%20.It
http://ecte.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Guidelines-for-Producing-Self-evaluation-Reports.pdf%20.It
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SCHEDULE 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2021 

Time Activity (Purpose) 

08.00-08.30 Breakfast 

08.30-09.00 VET team shown to office 
space, initial meeting 

09.00-09.30 Opening meeting with the 
administrative council  

(Introductions, 
establishing purpose) 

09.30-10.00 Tour of facilities 
(reviewing place) 

10.00-10.30 Admin, Application, 
Registration  

(Reviewing databases, 
student records - from 
application to graduation) 

10.30-11.00 Library visit with Librarian  

(Reviewing library plans) 

11.00-11.15 Coffee/tea break 

11.15-12.15 Meeting with Board 
members 

(Reviewing governance) 

12.15-13.30 Finance, facilities, HR 

(Reviewing organizational 
issues) 

13.30-14.00 Lunch with students 
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(Gaining student input) 

14.00-16.30 Break 

16.30-18.00 Meeting with Educational 
staff 

(Review faculty 
development: educational 
and specializations)  

18.00-19.00 Dinner 

19.00-20.30 VET meeting 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2021 

Time Activity 

08.00-08.30 Breakfast 

9.00-10.20 Chapel 

(Sampling community 
formation) 

10.20-11.00 Mtg w/ VLE manager (if 
online program 
components) 

(Sampling learning 
experiences) 

11.00-11.15  Break  

11.15-12.20 Mtg about Holistic 
Formation and 
Community 

(Reviewing mentoring 
processes, pastoral and 
personal care, character 
and spiritual formation) 
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12.25-13.30 Mtg with Practical 
training / Placements  

(Reviewing ministry 
training and placements)  

 

13.30-14.00  Lunch 

(Gaining more student 
input) 

14.30-16.00 Mtg w/ Ac. 
Dean/program leads? 

(Reviewing curriculum 
design and delivery) 

16.00-16.30  Break 

16.30-18.00 Mtg w/ Ac. Dean + select 
faculty 

(Reviewing Teaching, 
Learning, and Assessment 
practices and processes) 

18.00-19.00 Dinner 

19.00-21.00 VET meeting and writing 
report 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2021 

Time Activity 

08.00-08.30 Breakfast 

9.00-10.20 Final meetings 

10.20-11.00  Possible extra meeting. 

13.30 Lunch 
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14.00-15.30 Report finalizing (VET 
compiling and editing 

15.30-17.00 Final meeting (VET team 
leader leads) 

18:00 Site-seeing and dinner in 
the city 
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C. INTRODUCTION TO THE INSTITUTION AND 

PROGRAMMES 

History 

In 1991, Ukraine became an independent country. Evangelical churches started to emerge 

from underground and the need for training became important, at first provided by 

correspondence, then a significant month-long seminar and then in August 1993, the 

Ukrainian Pentecostal School of Theology was founded in Poliana, offering a one-year 

programme.  

The school moved a number of times and, in 2000, the land on which the present campus is 

situated was purchased and a renovation and building project started. The following year 

the first bachelor in theology students graduated. Further courses were developed, notably 

one in Christian leadership for churches which became a masters programme in 2008, and 

other courses including those in spiritual formation, Christian counselling, music ministry, 

theology in Pentecostal and charismatic movements.  

UETS continued to grow fast. Partnerships were developed, notably with churches outside 

Ukraine, organisations such as Scholar Leaders International, NEXUS school of Creative Arts 

and London School of Theology. In 2018, 542 students in total were enrolled in the seminary 

in all courses. In 2019, three faculty members received doctoral degrees (there are now 

eight full time faculty members with PhDs), a book publishing venture began, a theological 

conference organised and branches of the school were developed.   

Covid caused some challenges in 2020 but all programmes continued to run in various forms 

and on-line delivery was developed.  

Facilities 

The UETS campus is suitable for housing students in the residential program and hosting 

students during the non-residential intensives on campus. The location is situated in a 

retreat community outside of the city centre that is known for having fresh air and beautiful 

natural areas surrounding. The teaching facilities are fresh and adequate for the task. Below 

is a campus plan and picture of a teaching situation. UETS is in the final stages of a 

development campaign and with plans to begin construction in the spring on a new building 

that will expand their accommodation capacity and contribute to income generation.  
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Governance 

The overall government of UETS is vested in the Board of Trustees to whom the rector is 
responsible for his leadership of the organization in its administration, academic and 
communication functions. 

The organizational chart is as follows; 
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Student numbers  

Student numbers per year in the ECTE accredited courses and intended accredited course;  

 B.Th in Th and 
Xian Ministry Res 

B.Th in Th and 
Xian Ministry non 
Res 

M in 
Transformative 
Leadership 

 M in miss and 
the city 

2020 13 21 9 4 

2019 8 21 10 4 

2018 7 9 11 5 

2017 10 22 14  
2016 5 29 6  

 

Educational and non-educational staff  

 
Full time faculty with degree levels and specialisation are as follows;  
 

 UETS Faculty Chart Full-Time Faculty  

Name, Surname  Level of academic 

qualification/degree  

Specialisation  

Dr. Ivan Rusyn  PhD  Missiology, Religious Studies  

Dr. Oleh Bornovolokov  PhD  Church History, Old 

Testament  

Dr. Petro Kovaliv  PhD  Systematic Theology, New 

Testament  

Dr. Oksana Pomazova  PhD  Psychology, Counseling  

Dr. Radyslav Tatsiun  PhD  Old Testament  

Dr. John White  PhD  Missiology, Urban Mission  

Dr. Pavlo Shevchuk  PhD  Political Theology  

Dr. Oleksandr Lavrynenko  PhD  English Language Studies  

Denys Kondyuk  MTh (PhD Candidate)  Systematic Theology  

Pavlo Horbunov  MTh  Biblical Studies, Systematic 

Theology  

Fedir Raichynets  MTh (PhD Candidate)  Leadership, Political 

Theology  

Serhiy Flugrant  MTh  Biblical Studies  

Kyrylo Proshko  MTh  Cross-cultural Mission, 

Urban Mission  

Joshua Tokar  MA  English Language Studies  

Mykhailo Bahniuk  BA  Jurisprudence  

Karyna Krasniak  BA  English Language Studies  

Visiting Teachers  

Name, Surname  Level of academic 

qualification/degree  

Specialisation  

Dr. Michael Pears  PhD  Theology, Urban Mission  
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Dr. Wesley White  PhD  Biblical Studies, Church 

Planting, Urban Mission  

Dr. Sergei Golovin  PhD  Apologetics  

Dr. John Fuder  PhD  Missiology, Urban Mission, 

Faith Community 

Mobilization  

 

Budget 

UETS presented balanced budgets (stated in US dollars) for the years 2020 and 2021 broken 
down into major income areas and expenses areas. International gifts were a significant part 
of the funding and were increasing. The budgets demonstrated adequate funding and 
sustainability.  

Programmes and delivery modes 

Programme Delivery mode 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian 
Ministry (Residential) practice 
orientated. 
 

Residential on site in 
Ukrainian 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian 
Ministry (Non-Residential) practice 
orientated.  

Blended learning in 
Ukrainian 

Master in Transformative Leadership 
(Non-Residential) practice 
orientated.  
 

Blended learning mostly in 
Russian  

Master in Mission and the Modern 
City practice oriented. 

Blended learning in 
English, Russian and 
Ukrainian 

Functions, activities and mission statement 

FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

UETS not only runs educational processes and produces academic content, but 
communicates its mission through annual events. Currently the school is running four 
conferences in areas of practical theology and ministry, music and worship ministry, 
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Christian counselling and psychology and women’s ministry. Faculty and non-educational 
staff are also involved in different Church based projects, and seminars on a regular basis.  

 

CORE BELIEFS, VALUES AND GOALS (as stated by UETS) 

 

UETS vison: To provide Christians with comprehensive education to participate in God’s 
mission through their ministry to the church and society.  
 
UETS mission: To be a leading international and interdenominational educational 
community which inspires, models and equips for holistic mission.  
 
UETS values:  

• Christ-centeredness (Acts 17:28, Col. 1:15-20)  

• Holistic mission (Mt. 28:18-20; John: 20:21-23)   

• Freedom expressed responsibly (1 Cor. 6:12, Gal. 5:1-13)   

• Relevance and innovation (1 Cor. 9:19-24, 2 Cor. 5:17-20)  
 
UETS motto: Serving the Church. Transforming Society 

General description of institution and programmes 

There are 54 staff members. Of these, 22 are full or part time educational staff members 
and 32 are non-educational staff members at UETS. During the last 5 years there were no 
radical change in the numbers of both educational and non-educational staff.  

The average ratio of visiting lecturers during the last five years is 1:3,5. It has changed, and 
UETS now has more local lecturers/teachers involved. For some theology programmes it 
was 1:2,5 and now it is 1:16, but psychology and worship programmes still have big 
numbers of visiting lecturers.  

There are four programmes under review for accreditation; 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (residential) practice oriented 
 
The programme is designed “To provide Christians with comprehensive education to 
participate in God’s mission through their ministry to the church and society” via residential 
training. It has been running successfully for the last 5 years. It served students in Ukraine 
and beyond. It had a sufficient number of students and a good number of graduates.  
It is designed to be a degree of 180 credits, over three years at EQF level 6. However, the 
school has plans to increase this to a 240-credit course over four years. 

 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (Non-Residential) practice orientated  
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This programme is designed to deliver the same intention as the previous programme “To 
provide Christians with comprehensive education to participate in God’s mission through 
their ministry to the church and society” but in a non-residential way.  

It is designed to be a degree of 180 credits, at EQF level 6. 

 

Master in Transformative Leadership (Non-Residential) practice orientated  
 
This programme is designed to practically serve the church and help the church to rethink 
and transform its very understanding of leadership, which is called to lead to a 
transformational holistic mission of the church in society.   

It is designed to be a degree of 120 credits at EQF level 7. 

Master in Mission in the modern city (Non-Residential) practice oriented 

The programme’s purpose is to prepare and equip national ministers and missionaries for 
ministry in cities across Ukraine, Eurasia, and the whole world. Many ministers in Ukraine 
who are successful in rural settings struggle to minister effectively in urban contexts. 
Urbanization in Ukraine and around the world has been accelerating over the last 100-150 
years, with 67% of the population of Ukraine already living in urban settings. The reality of 
urbanization means that more and more of the people that need to be reached and 
ministered to by the Gospel are located in cities, and therefore, ministers need to be better 
equipped for urban contexts. 

It is designed to be a degree of 120 ECTE credits, at EQF Level 7. 
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D.  FINDINGS OF THE REVIEW 

Description of the extent of the review 

This report relates to a Cyclical Review of the institution and the three already accredited 
courses; 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (residential) practice oriented,  

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (Non-Residential) practice orientated,  

Master in Transformative Leadership (Non-Residential) practice oriented.  

Therefore, standards relating to the institution (part A of Standards and Guidelines) and 
standards relating to the programme (part B of Standards and Guidelines) are both 
examined.  

It also encompasses a programme review for a first accreditation of; 

Master in Mission in the modern city (Non-Residential) practice oriented. 

D1 - Standards relating to the institution 

A.1 - IDENTITY AND PURPOSE 

INSTITUTIONS HAVE CLEARLY FORMULATED STATEMENTS OF IDENTITY AND PURPOSE 

Guidelines examined A.1.1 identity, A.1.2 Legal and Fiscal status, A.1.3 Vision and 
Mission, A.1.4Public information. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.1.1, examination of ancillary documents, in particular, 
UETS Vision, Mission, Values and Motto ▪ UETS Statement of 
Faith ▪ UETS Public Information Package. Discussion in 
meetings. 

Analysis Although UETS traces its history to Pentecostal denomination 
churches, it now represents and is utilized by various evangelical 
denominations. Respect for other denominations is evident in 
various learning settings.  
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While UETS has not yet gained state licensure and accreditation, 
they do seek to work in a dual contextualisation atmosphere, in 
an international higher education context and the local Ukrainian 
context.  

In both the SER and in person, the school recognizes, through 
their internal quality assessment processes, the need to develop 
under the ECTE value of “Academic Excellence” with regard to the 
library and processes for mentoring non-residential BTh students.   

UETS does have appropriate legal status and retains a legal 

counsel on staff to help the seminary maintain its legal status.  

UETS is progressing in relation to government licensing and 
accreditation. The new building plans which include construction 
of an additional administrative building and gymnasium 
contribute towards the fulfilment of state accreditation 
requirements. More so, the significant number of PhD holding 
faculty who received PhDs from Ukrainian universities also is an 
important step in regard to governmental expectations for 
accreditation. The VET wishes to encourage UETS on these 
strategic steps towards seeking state accreditation.     
 
The institution recently completed a revisioning process that led 
to a slightly reformed vision and mission statement to emphasize 
“service” to church and society (rather than strengthen), which 
better reflects institutional identity in relation to the various 
denominational communities it serves. 

UETS’s public information is well designed and easy to access in 

the three language modalities in which UETS operates. It provides 

transparent information about courses of study. Moreover, a 

common institutional identity has been developed across both 

the externally facing website and internally facing VLE (Moodle).  

The VET strongly encourages UETS to continue their development 
of the public facing website to include further details from the 
catalogue about courses in their programs of study, study costs, 
and possibility of credit transfer and recognition of prior-learning. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Commendation: We found evidence that representatives 
throughout the institution, from administration to financial office 
and PR, operate with a common understanding of the identity, 
mission, and vision of the institution. 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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A.2 - GOVERNANCE AND QUALITY ASSURANCE. 

INSTITUTIONS HAVE APPROPRIATE AND EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE AND QUALITY ASSURANCE STRUCTURES 

Guidelines examined A.2.1 Governance, A.2.2 Leadership and Management, A.2.3 
Decision-making structures, A.2.4 strategic planning, A.2.5 
Internal Quality Assurance procedures, A.2.6 Cyclical External 
Quality Assurance. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

2014 (BTh Res) - that UETS work on a comprehensive QA 
policy that includes follow up. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.1.2, examination of QA processes on the ground and 
meetings with leadership and governance personnel. 
Documents including ▪ UETS Legal Registration ▪ UETS 
Constitution ▪ Board of Trustees Constitution ▪ Rector Job 
Description ▪ Rector's Report ▪ Internal Quality Policy 
Procedure ▪ UETS Strategic Plan ▪ Minutes of Board on 
Regarding Strategic Plan. 

Analysis 
In both documentary evidence and in conversation with the 
board secretary, the board seems to be functioning well. It 
includes people from various fields of expertese who have a good 
sense of the boundaries and areas of responsibility of the board. 
In addition to their biannual meetings, they provide just-in-time 
consultative reference and support related to specific leadership 
challenges. 

There is a well developed leadership and management structure 

in the institution. As the line of decision-making is clear, they are 

testing ways of decision making without following the top down 

leadership structure and involving same level leaders, who are in 

different structures (like faculty and PR), without running it all 

through the top leadership. The structure is not too hierarchical, 

but clear and some attempts are being made to keep the 

structure flat on a personal level.  

The VET noted that UETS does not currently have an Academic 

Dean. However, the academic program leaders appear to work in 

close coordination with each other and with the President (who 

was the former Academic Dean) so that good communication and 

leadership across programs is not hindered.  

Decision-making structures are well developed 

That strategic planning takes place is clear both in the SER, as well 
as in the Strategic Plan document. Importantly, it is a joint effort 
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that was developed in the administration and leadership and has 
been tested by faculty and also approved by the board. 

There was clear evidence, both in practice and in written policy of 
work done in all departments to develop and implement internal 
evaluation procedures. 

Concerning cyclical quality assurance, Well developed processes 
and relationships with various external entities that facilitate 
ongoing review and revisions are in place. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Commendation (A.2 general): for ongoing evaluation and 
development of administrative processes, corporate culture, and 
communication patterns, and seeking to develop better 
processes and procedures for fostering communication between 
departments. 

Panel conclusion Fully compliant 

A.3 - HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES IN INSTITUTIONS ARE FIT FOR PURPOSE AND MANAGED FOR FLOURISHING 

Guidelines examined A.3.1 Human Resources; A.3.2 Non-Educational Staff; A.3.3 
Educational Staff; A.3.4 HR Policies and procedures; 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

2014 (all programs): that a formalized faculty development 
(and research) be given high priority in strategic plan   

2016 – MTL. The VET recommends that a detailed plan is set 
up for meeting the need of full time faculty to carry a larger 
part of the teaching load than at present. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.1.3, ancillary documents provided as to guidelines for 
employment, appraisal, interviews, employment contracts, In 
particular ▪ Example of Job Description ▪ Personal 
Development Plan (PDP) Sample ▪ Faculty Handbook ▪ The 
UETS Policy of the Best Teacher Award ▪ Teaching Staff 
Development Plan 2021 ▪ Teachers Information UETS 2021 
Sample ▪ Personnel turnover statistics, and meetings with 
staff, teaching and non-educational. 

Analysis In the different non educational departments and areas, there 
seems to be sufficient and qualified staff. Impressive was 
especially the PR office work. It seems that they are exemplary for 
the Eastern European context. The hiring decisions reflect 
forward thinking, experimental tendency that aims to foster 
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communication via channels that are relevant to students and 
constituencies in the quickly changing digital/social media 
context. 

Significant work has been done in the area of faculty 

development, both with regard to faculty qualifications and 

processes and procedures that facilitate faculty contributions in 

various domains. UETS provides paid leave for studies, 

conferences, and includes research workload allocation along 

with mentoring, administrative roles, as well as teaching (taking 

account of number of students in class).  

Faculty meets on a weekly basis, with ongoing 
professional/educational training provided every other meeting in 
various areas including 

- Institutional culture and communication strategies 

- Using Moodle 

- Teamwork 

- EQ  

- Making effective presentations 

- Vision, mission planning, etc.   

The faculty workload allocation process that UETS has developed 

is an example of best practice for its transparency and detail that 

allow open, clear discussions between faculty members and 

administration about the multi-faceted (and often hidden) 

workload of faculty members. 

UETS follows national policies with regard to job security, 

redundancy and dismissal procedure, and inflation salary 

adjustments. The institution appears to apply fair and transparent 

processes in matters related to human resources.   

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Commendations:  

1. for significant commitment to faculty development 

towards PhDs since the 2014 review. From 0 PhDs on 

faculty in 2014 to 8 now completed.  

2. for development of a detailed workload allocation system 

that allows for transparency between faculty and 

administration about faculty workload, and the studied 

recognition of research, administration, mentoring, and 

other key faculty contributions. 

Panel conclusion Fully compliant 
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A.4 - COMMUNITY AND CONTEXT 
INSTITUTIONS DISPLAY HEALTHY COMMUNITY DYNAMICS IN ACTIVE RESPONSE TO CONTEXT 

Guidelines examined A.4.1 Learning Community; A.4.2 Stakeholder Community; 
A.4.3 Civil Community; A.4.4 Communication. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 None 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.1.4, experience of the community created, knowledge 
of college relationships with other bodies.  Also documents ▪ 1 
semester 2021-22 UETS Weekly Programme Schedule 
Bachelor 2021, Activities Example ▪ 1 semester 2021-22 UETS 
Weekly Programme Schedule Bachelor 2021, Activities 
Example ▪ 2 semester 2020-21 UETS Weekly Programme 
Schedule Bachelor 2021,Activities Example ▪ Student 
Handbook 2020-2021. 

Analysis UETS seeks to foster a community of learning throughout its 
institutional structures, as faculty participate in ongoing learning 
opportunities and work closely with students in their coursework. 
This is felt by students. 

Although a formalized program for relating to alumni has been 

mostly suspended during the pandemic, there are still some 

significant connecting points that UETS’s documents evince of 

alumni contact. Valuable alumni relationships have been fostered 

through recent efforts to offer non-formal conferences in 

partnership with alumni/stakeholder churches. In addition, the 

various surveys and “field research” that UETS has conducted 

among its alumni have also served as a point of contact, through 

which alumni feel engaged in shaping the future of UETS.  

The VET encourages UETS to continue pursuing creative ways of 

involvement with their alumni that lead to ongoing learning and 

partnership with their stakeholder community. 

This may include, as well, consideration of ways to bolster 

theological education from within the Central Asian contexts 

where their graduates are serving. 

The institution retains a lawyer on staff and some people who are 

connected to the different social network platforms to keep in 

contact. Most important, they are very well connected with the 

academic world in Kiev and in Ukraine. Furthermore, although 

they are accredited by ECTE, they remain active with the EAAA. 
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Various examples were offered both in documents and in 
discussions with staff and faculty of the seminary's positive 
relationship to the broader community, both academic and 
political. In this area, it seems that the seminary has developed 
(perhaps especially since the revolution). 

UETS’s good communications is facilitated by its creative and 
active PR office that utilizes various social media platforms to 
connect and communicate with its constituencies. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

 None 

Panel conclusion Fully Compliant  

A.5 - EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

INSTITUTIONS HAVE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES THAT SUPPORT THEIR MISSION AND STRATEGY 

Guidelines examined A.5.1 Student services; A.5.2 Study facilities; A.5.3 
Library/Learning Resource Centres; A.5.4 Information 
management; A.5.5 Information Technology; A.5.6 Virtual 
Learning Environment and Educational Resources. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

2014 - that the electronic library catalogue should be made 
accessible for students 

2016 – MTL. recognizing that in Master dissertations students 
normally need access to sources in other languages than 
Russian/Ukrainian, the VET recommends UETS to find 
appropriate ways for students to develop at least basic 
English skills to be able to use relevant English material. 

2016 – MTL. The VET recommends UETS to develop the 
student’s access to important periodicals in relation to the 
areas of the programme modules, in both Russian and English. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.1.5. Examination of campus and facilities, including 
library; student satisfaction expressed, examination of 
electronic platforms and equipment and their use. Documents 
including ▪ UETS Campus Plan ▪ UETS Database Sample ▪ UETS 
Library Catalogue Sample, library Committee Minutes, Library 
Development Plan and Budget ▪ UETS Library Databases 
Information ▪ UETS Library Holdings (Physical and Digital) ▪ 
Student Handbook 2020-2021. 
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Analysis Student services are an important aspect of life on campus at 

UETS. In addition, some thought has also been given to how to 

extend this to online/distance education students involved in the 

non-residential programs (which include short 2 week stays on 

campus).  

Psychological support is offered to students free of charge.  

The UETS campus is suitable for housing students in the 

residential program and hosting students during the non-

residential intensives on campus. The location is situated in a 

retreat community outside of the city center that is known for 

having fresh air and beautiful natural areas surrounding.  

Although the facilities are sufficiently accessible for able-bodied 

members of the UETS community, access to floors above ground 

level in the academic and residential buildings may inhibit access 

and participation for physically disabled members of the UETS 

community. Nevertheless, the facilities are in accordance with 

local standards.  

Online / Distance students are adequately supported by the 
UETS’s technical services and some thought is given to 
accommodating students whose internet is interrupted during 
synchronous sessions. However, a systematic policy and practice 
of recording and posting all required synchronous sessions has 
not yet been implemented. The VET encourages consideration of 
this kind of provision, as well as other forms of universal learning 
design (UDL). 

Study facilities are sufficient for the programmes. High speed Wi-

Fi internet access is made available for free campus-wide.  

UETS has been experimenting with different room microphones 
and digital whiteboards in various classrooms and intends to 
expand the digital link of its classrooms based on what they have 
learned from these trials with various setups. 

Some progress has been made in implementing the electronic 

library catalogue (Koha) that can be searched by students both on 

site  and by distance. However, the electronic catalogue 

implementation has been delayed for various reasons and 

continues to only be partial. The library functions primarily for 

those who are on campus. One computer with Accordance 

software is in the library to use e-books and journals, but no 

remote access is available to it for students not present on 

campus.   
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Due to the COVID pandemic as well as the overall shift to more 

online, remote delivery format, there is a need to quickly 

complete this electronic catalogue, and to further explore 

digitizing resources and increasing digital holdings that can be 

accessed by distance education students. Some good progress 

has been made in this area through a relationship with EAAA’s 

online library. In addition, faculty report curating significant 

digital resources, books and journal articles, in online folders 

within their courses.  

Overall, information management is fully compliant based on 

Standards as well as with Guidelines for DE/OE Delivery. 

The institution appears to provide adequate technical support to 

students, faculty, and staff. 

Due to the full access that UETS provided to the VET members, 

the team thoroughly observed nearly all of the OE/DE courses (in 

Russian/Ukrainian) that are facilitated via the Moodle platform. 

Distance teaching largely utilizes Zoom to deliver lectures while 

Moodle is primarily used as a digital post office for assignment 

posting and submission.  

Significant work has been done to offer distance education online 

on a good level. Recently, a standardized course design template 

for Moodle was implemented that helps unify the structure of the 

user interface across their Moodle platform. Students reported 

that their overall experience in Moodle was easy to learn and use, 

if at times somewhat impersonal.  

The VET members observed some variety in teaching and learning 

activities within the Moodle platform, which ranged from quite 

basic and text heavy, to some more fully making use of short 

video clips, forum discussions, and other asynchronous learning 

activities. Still, many courses rely on assignments that follow the 

traditional pattern of book reviews and research report writing.  

The VET strongly encourages UETS to continue the good work 

being done to develop the use of good online learning design 

theory and practices in all its programs, but especially in the non-

residential programs that rely on Moodle to structure 

asynchronous learning outside of the on-campus intensives. One 

free resource available to UETS is the ICETE Academy courses. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation: that UETS prioritize development of Library to 

serve needs of all students, to continue developing access to 

digital holdings, and to developing library staff’s knowledge and 
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ability to support the predominantly distance-based student 

body.  

Recommendation: that UETS continues in the work of developing 

online resources and activities in local languages across all 

programs of study.    

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance 

 

 

 

A.6 - Finances and sustainability 

INSTITUTIONS HAVE SUITABLE FINANCIAL POTENTIAL, PLANNING, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Guidelines examined A.6.1 Financial Potential and Planning; A.6.2 Financial Policies 
and Procedures; A.6.3 Sustainability; A.6.4 Remuneration and 
Fees; A.6.5 Fundraising. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None.  

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SERE D.1.6. Statements of accounts and budgets for the last 
two years, audited accounts, and reports of fundraising. 
Documents including ▪ Prescript for Voluntary Donations of 
Students for 2021-2022 Academic Year ▪ Example of 
Fundraising Proposal ▪ UETS Budgets. 

Analysis The seminary’s board reviews the annual financial budgets and 
planning in light of the strategic plan.   

Sound financial policies and procedures are followed. 

In addition to an effective partner relationship team that helps 

carry the work of fundraising, UETS has seen increasing success in 

renting out their facilities for conferences. The potential earnings 

from this are substantial for local standards. Once the pandemic 

closures have subsided, and especially after the capacity 

expanding construction project that is planned to begin in the 

Spring, UETS anticipates being able to cover up to 80% of their 

budget with earnings from hospitality and events.  

UETS participated in the OCI “Vital Sustainability” program and in 

2017 launched its own initiative which is reflected throughout the 

institution’s planning and programs.   
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As to sustainabiulity in staff provision,workload allocations have 
been monitored and revised. Some staff and faculty have been 
overloaded, but leadership has been working to resolve this. 

There is a good understanding of the cost per student at UETS 
and also what costs a student can carry realistically with the help 
of their church, and what costs need to be covered through 
partner development/fundraising by the institution. 

Fundraising is really working well at UETS. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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D2 Standards relating to the programmes 

 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (residential) practice oriented 
 
The programme is designed “To provide Christians with comprehensive education to 
participate in God’s mission through their ministry to the church and society” via residential 
training. It has been running successfully for the last 5 years. It served students in Ukraine 
and beyond. It had a sufficient number of students and a good number of graduates.  
The programme has faced some changes during the last five years:  

• The integration of theoretical subjects into the practical area has been initiated. It 
was initiated as one of the responses to the need for the alignment of learning 
outcomes, teaching/learning activities, assessment tasks and assessment needs.  

• The distribution of subjects was implemented in order from introductory to more 
complex courses, as well as the subjects were distributed in such an order that 
theoretical and practical courses would be combined more qualitatively. 

• The electronic library system was set up to serve this course based on the Koha 
system 

Due to the situation with COVID-19 UETS was forced (during March of the 2019-2020 
academic year and from April 5 to May 4 of the 2020-2021 academic year) to transfer 
residential teaching to online (Zoom) and provided a platform in Moodle.  

It is designed to be a degree of 180 credits, over three years at EQF level 6. However, the 
school has plans to increase this to a 240-credit course over four years. 

B.1 - HOLISTIC INTEGRATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORM THEIR STUDENTS WITHIN A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION, CAREFULLY 
INTEGRATING SPIRITUAL FORMATION, CHARACTER EDUCATION, ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND PRACTICAL TRAINING 

 

Guidelines examined B.1.1 Holistic Integration; B.1.2 Spiritual Formation; B.1.3 
Character Education; B.1.4 Academic Achievement; B.1.5 
Practical training; B.1.6 Mentoring. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.1. Stated curriculum, student satisfaction responses in 
student meeting. Meetings with staff organising programmes. 
Documents relating to graduation profiles, mentoring and 
practicum ▪ Student Handbook 2020-2021. 

Analysis The team observed in both documentary evidence and discussion 
that academically-focused learning activities, in general, do 
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integrate with competence-oriented learning (towards practice 
and ministry).  

Spiritual and character formation has been well developed for the 

residential BTh students, both as components of the curriculum, 

and integrated throughout coursework.  

From the supporting documentation and Moodle, the team had 

the impression that learning activities are primarily “research-

oriented”, involving writing book reviews, papers, etc. However, 

in the SER and in discussion with faculty, it seems that in practice 

there is much more significant formation/practice-orientation 

within these book/article reviews and research report writing. In 

addition, there does some to be, in practice, more variety in 

learning activities and interaction in the “lecture” sessions that 

involve group discussion and student-centered interaction and 

contributions.  

Appropriate learning outcomes are used for the academic level 
that is expected for the degrees being offered, and students’ 
accounts of their experiences indicate they are growing in their 
ability to think critically, find information, and apply knowledge. 

UETS demonstrates a robust ministerial practicum for BTh 

students (both residential  and non-residential). The residential 

BTh involves a clear design of progression from 1st year which 

culminates in a kind of practical field placement in the 3rd year 

that is also designed to fulfills state requirements. The practicum 

is normally planned for December, but can be flexible based on 

student and organizational needs.  

ECTE’s standards strongly encourage institutions to make use of 

practical learning that combines students’ ministry experiences 

with theoretical and theological reflection, and that this be 

reflected in learning activities which can be assessed.  

The residential BTh program has a robust mentoring program that 
is integrated throughout the seminary’s systems 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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B.2 - CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

INSTITUTIONS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT APPROVED, OUTCOME-BASED PROGRAMMES THAT ARE FIT FOR 

PURPOSE IN CONTEXT 

Guidelines examined B.2.1 Design and approval processes; B.2.2 Outcomes and 
fitness for purpose; B.2.3 Curricula, Module descriptors and 
learning activities; B.2.4 Graduate profiles; B.2.5 Content, 
level, feasibility and progression; B.2.6 Credit allocation and 
duration; B.2.7 Content; B.2.8 Monitoring processes. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 None 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.2. Ancillary course documents, including programme 
design and approval parameters, curriculum maps, feedback 
procedures and module descriptors. meetings with staff and 
students. 

Analysis The design and approval processes are fully compliant. 
 
The VET found both BTh programs and the MTL in full compliance 
with ECTE standards in regard to learning outcomes and fitness 
for purpose. Overall, UETS programs are designed with clearly 
defined learning outcomes that give consideration to the cultural, 
ecclesial, and social contexts of its students. 

Overall, all programs reflect thoughtful planning and careful 

calculation of credits/learning hours that account for a variety of 

learning activities.  

UETS has recently completed a massive project of moving all 

courses into Moodle and implementing a seminary wide design 

template that includes module descriptors with learning 

outcomes and activities listed in every Moodle course. This is to 

be commended. 

In numerous educational descriptors which the VET team 

examined, we noted that learning activities rely on traditional 

modes, lecture, book reviews, and research report writing. This 

was also reflected in Moodle course descriptions. However, in 

oral discussions, faculty evidence awareness and use of a rich 

variety of student-centered, practice-oriented learning activities 

both in-class and out-of-class. Yet there is also recognition of their 

lack of familiarity at times with how to implement this variety in 

online/distributed learning.  

Well developed graduate profiles are used in all programs. 
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UETS documents and policies contribute to very detailed, 

transparent guidelines for credit calculation in course 

construction.  

Credit allocation and programme duration are appropriate for the 

various programmes offered. The BTh residential programme is 

being developed with the aim of applying for state accreditation. 

As such, UETS intends to expand the residential BTh to 240 ECTS 

cr and a duration of 4 years (full-time), in accordance with 

national accreditation standards for a Bachelors level program. 

The VET encourages this development and did not judge it to be 

dissonant with ECTE standards based on “fitness for purpose” in 

the Ukrainian context. 

UETS regularly monitors and reviews the outcomes of its 

programs with current students, graduates, and pastors/ministry 

leaders involved with graduates.   

The programme exhibits full compliance with the standards 

regarding involvment with context. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 

B.3 - LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 

INSTITUTIONS IMPLEMENT GOOD EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE IN AREAS OF LEARNING, TEACHING AND 

ASSESSMENT 

Guidelines examined B.3.1 Educational philosophy and adult pedagogy; B.3.2 
Student centred learning and teaching and assessment; B.3.3 
Module design and delivery; B.3.4 Variety; B.3.5 Delivery 
feedback; B.3.6 Assessment. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 2014 (BTh Res)  - VET recommended that the alignment of 
learning outcomes, teaching/learning activities, assessment 
tasks and assessment need to be improved 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.3, ancillary programme and module documents, 
student handbook, various regulation documents. Attendance 
in classes by team members, examination of marked work 
submitted by students.   
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Analysis Good understanding of andragogy in the institution and its 
willingness to test, criticize and learn from other institutions, both 
on the philosophy and praxis of education. 

See comment above on B.2. UETS has seen the development of 
awareness and use of student-centered learning as rejuvenating 
the institution and all programs. They consider this to be a key 
institutional value now, as reflected in various policies, 
procedures, and practices. 

In our oral interactions, UETS faculty offered numerous examples 

of variety in learning activities that focus on practical learning and 

application within the domain of students’ ministry activities. This 

is to be commended.  

However, from the educational descriptors (syllabi) and Moodle, 

we had the impression that many assignments are research-

based, writing book reviews, papers, etc. It seems that in practice, 

there is much more variety both in independent learning 

activities and “lecture” times that include significant student-

centered interaction. 

Consistent and timely assessment is carried out in all programs.  

Final research projects make use more than one examiner for 

assessment. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (all practice-oriented programs): that UETS 
continue exploring and using learning activities in educational 
modules that are useful for the ministry activities of students. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance  

B.4 - STUDENT ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT SUITABLE POLICIES FOR THE STUDENT “LIFE CYCLE” THAT 

INCLUDES ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION. 

Guidelines examined B.4.1 Admission; B.4.2 Progression; B.4.3 Recognition; B.4.4 
Graduation and certification. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 
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Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.4, Student handbook, student records, student 
meeting. Documents relating to student progression, 
application and transfer. 

Analysis Program materials do mention internet connectivity needs for 

students at the time of admission, especially for non-residential 

programs.  

Student progression is tracked, and new systems are being 

developed to facilitate this tracking digitally, rather than 

manually. 

UETS recognizes credits and coursework from other institutions 

accredited by the ECTE or similar accrediting organizations (for 

example, EAAA). 

UETS does seem to have procedures in place for PPD special 

access and does admit some cases under these policies. The 

numbers seem to be limited.  

There may be some room for UETS to explore further use of PPD, 

as well as recognition of prior, non formal, and informal learning. 

The VET recognized that this may introduce some tension 

between ECTE standards and state accreditation standards. 

UETS is in full compliance with the standards regarding 

graduation and certification. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None. 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 

B.5 - QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDITS 

INSTITUTIONS FOLLOW INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDIT-

COUNTING SYSTEMS 

Guidelines examined B.5.1 Qualification nomenclature; B.5.2 Credits; 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.5. General programme descriptions for credit 
counting. ▪ Information on Credit Calculations and Parameters 
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▪ Credit and Workload Distribution ▪ Student Handbook 2020-
2021. 

Analysis UETS uses the correct qualification nomenclature for its 
programs and diplomas, and clearly specifies comparability. 

The information available in syllabi, program descriptors, and 
throughout all documentation reflects awareness and proper use 
ECTS credits.   

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (Non-Residential) practice orientated  
 
This programme is designed to deliver the same intention as the previous programme “To 
provide Christians with comprehensive education to participate in God’s mission through 
their ministry to the church and society” but in a non-residential way. In the last 5 years, the 
programme has experienced some format changes.  

• The biggest change was moving from 4 sessions per year to 3 sessions per year 
format. As a result, we have moved from 16 sessions program (4 years x 4 times per 
year) to 12 sessions program (4 years x 3 times per year), but instead of taking 2 
subjects during a two weeks session, students now take 3 subjects during 2 weeks 
session. In the last year, UETS moved all their modules to Moodle, where students 
can find all their module descriptions, assignments, resources, etc.  

• This year UETS also made changes to the leadership of the programme. Now they 
have one person responsible for the program who will have only 1 teaching 
responsibility (teaching half of a course) and will be able to concentrate completely 
on the program, especially academic and pastoral mentorship of the students. 

It is designed to be a degree of 180 credits, at EQF level 6. 

B.1 - HOLISTIC INTEGRATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORM THEIR STUDENTS WITHIN A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION, CAREFULLY 
INTEGRATING SPIRITUAL FORMATION, CHARACTER EDUCATION, ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND PRACTICAL TRAINING 

 

Guidelines examined B.1.1 Holistic Integration; B.1.2 Spiritual Formation; B.1.3 
Character Education; B.1.4 Academic Achievement; B.1.5 
Practical training; B.1.6 Mentoring. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.1. Stated curriculum Student satisfaction responses in 
student meeting. Meetings with staff organising programmes. 
Documents relating to graduation profiles, mentoring and 
practicum ▪ Student Handbook 2020-2021. 

Analysis We observed in both documentary evidence and discussion that 
academically-focused learning activities, in general, do integrate 
competence-oriented learning (towards practice and ministry).  

There is integration of spiritual and character formation in the 

non-residential BTh program. The non-residential program differs 

from the residential program in the area of formation in that it 

relies on the practical ministry components (10 ECTS cr.) to 

provide/include spiritual/character formation and mentoring. 

This use of students’ local context is to be commended. 

Nevertheless, it seems that a lot is expected from the local 
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churches and local mentors. There is a system in place to include 

some level of monitoring of the local formation taking place.  

Some work has been done to train local mentors, but further 

training of such local mentors in the church could be beneficial 

for the formation process and at the same time it will strengthen 

the relation between local churches and the seminary.  

From the supporting documentation and Moodle, we had the 

impression that learning activities are primarily “research-

oriented”, involving writing book reviews, papers, etc. However, 

in the SER and in discussion with faculty, it seems that in practice 

there is much more significant formation / practice-orientation 

within these book/article reviews and research report writing. In 

addition, there does some to be, in practice, more variety in 

learning activities and interaction in the “lecture” sessions that 

involve group discussion and student-centered interaction and 

contributions.  

Appropriate learning outcomes are used for the academic level 
that is expected for the degrees being offered, and students’ 
accounts of their experiences indicate they are growing in their 
ability to think critically, find information, and apply knowledge. 

UETS demonstrates a robust ministerial practicum for BTh 

students (both residential  and non-residential). Practical training 

in the non-residential BTh differs in design and monitoring. The 

program does include 10 ECTS credits of ministerial practice. 

Students are guided by the program coordinator in selecting 

ministry opportunities in their local contexts that include some 

theological component. Very diverse, creative, and forward 

looking “internships” have been taken up by students, including 

creating content for social media. Students in this program are 

asked to submit 2 reports / year that describe and reflect on their 

ministry practice, and include assessment by a local mentor from 

that context, which becomes a point of dialogue between the 

local mentor and the student. 

ECTE’s standards strongly encourage institutions to make use of 

practical learning that combines students’ ministry experiences 

with theoretical and theological reflection, and that this be 

reflected in learning activities which can be assessed. 

In the SER, UETS assesses that mentoring in the non-residential 

BTh needs further development. However, it seems that some 

significant mentoring does take place through the 

practicum/ministry placement program for non-residential BTh 

students. Students submit two reflective reports per year on their 
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ministry in their local contexts. As a part of this report, students 

are asked to include a report from a local mentor who has 

overseen their ministry. In addition to this, students and their 

local ministry mentors then have a conversation about the 

students ministry and the mentors' assessment, which the 

student is then asked to reflect on. This is to be commended. 

We encourage UETS to continue exploring ways of leveraging the 

local contexts of its non-residential students as a resource for 

their mentoring. In addition, we encourage UETS to consider 

whether and how the school might offer training to these 

distance-based mentors (perhaps a non-formal Moodle course) 

that would also serve to increase the school’s impact in the local 

contexts of its non-residential students.  

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None  

 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 

 

B.2 - CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

INSTITUTIONS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT APPROVED, OUTCOME-BASED PROGRAMMES THAT ARE FIT FOR 

PURPOSE IN CONTEXT 

Guidelines examined B.2.1 Design and approval processes; B.2.2 Outcomes and 
fitness for purpose; B.2.3 Curricula, Module descriptors and 
learning activities; B.2.4 Graduate profiles; B.2.5 Content, 
level, feasibility and progression; B.2.6 Credit allocation and 
duration; B.2.7 Content; B.2.8 Monitoring processes. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 None 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.2. Ancillary course documents, including programme 
design and approval parameters, curriculum maps, feedback 
procedures and module descriptors. Meetings with staff and 
students. 

Analysis The design and approval processes are fully compliant. 
 
The VET found both BTh programs and the MTL in full compliance 
with ECTE standards in regard to learning outcomes and fitness 
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for purpose. Overall, UETS programs are designed with clearly 
defined learning outcomes that give consideration to the cultural, 
ecclesial, and social contexts of its students. 

Overall, all programs reflect thoughtful planning and careful 

calculation of credits/learning hours that account for a variety of 

learning activities.  

UETS has recently completed a massive project of moving all 

courses into Moodle and implementing a seminary wide design 

template that includes module descriptors with learning 

outcomes and activities listed in every Moodle course. This is to 

be commended. 

In numerous educational descriptors which the VET team 

examined, we noted that learning activities rely on traditional 

modes, lecture, book reviews, and research report writing. This 

was also reflected in Moodle course descriptions. However, in 

oral discussions, faculty evidence awareness and use of a rich 

variety of student-centered, practice-oriented learning activities 

both in-class and out-of-class. Yet there is also recognition of their 

lack of familiarity at times with how to implement this variety in 

online/distributed learning.  

Well developed graduate profiles are used in all programs. 

UETS documents and policies contribute to very detailed, 

transparent guidelines for credit calculation in course 

construction.  

Credit allocation and program duration are appropriate for the 

various programs offered. 

UETS regularly monitors and reviews the outcomes of its 

programs with current students, graduates, and pastors/ministry 

leaders involved with graduates.   

The programme exhibits full compliance with the standards 

regarding involvment with context. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (B.2.3): that UETS consider ways of supporting 

and improving faculty and staff understanding and ability to 

implement good online learning design in the non-residential 

programs.  

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance 
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B.3 - LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 

INSTITUTIONS IMPLEMENT GOOD EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE IN AREAS OF LEARNING, TEACHING AND 

ASSESSMENT 

Guidelines examined B.3.1 Educational philosophy and adult pedagogy; B.3.2 
Student centred learning and teaching and assessment; B.3.3 
Module design and delivery; B.3.4 Variety; B.3.5 Delivery 
feedback; B.3.6 Assessment. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 None 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.3, ancillary programme and module documents, 
student handbook, various regulation documents. Attendance 
in classes by team members, examination of marked work 
submitted by students.   

Analysis Good understanding of andragogy in the institution and their 
willingness to test, criticize and learn from other institutions, both 
on the philosophy and praxis of education. 

See comment above on B.2. UETS has seen the development of 
awareness and use of student-centered learning as rejuvenating 
the institution and all programs. They consider this to be a key 
institutional value now, as reflected in various policies, 
procedures, and practices. 

In our oral interactions, UETS faculty offered numerous examples 

of variety in learning activities that focus on practical learning and 

application within the domain of students’ ministry activities. This 

is to be commended.  

However, from the educational descriptors (syllabi) and Moodle, 

we had the impression that many assignments are research-

based, writing book reviews, papers, etc. It seems that in practice, 

there is much more variety both in independent learning 

activities and “lecture” times that include significant student-

centered interaction. 

Consistent and timely assessment is carried out in all programs.  

Final research projects make use more than one examiner for 

assessment. 
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Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (all practice-oriented programs): that UETS 
continue exploring and using learning activities in educational 
modules that are useful for the ministry activities of students. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance  

B.4 - STUDENT ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT SUITABLE POLICIES FOR THE STUDENT “LIFE CYCLE” THAT 

INCLUDES ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION. 

Guidelines examined B.4.1 Admission; B.4.2 Progression; B.4.3 Recognition; B.4.4 
Graduation and certification. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.4, Student handbook, student records, student 
meeting. Documents relating to student progression, 
application and transfer. 

Analysis Program materials do mention internet connectivity needs for 

students at the time of admission, especially but not exclusively, 

in non-residential programs.  

Student progression is tracked, and new systems are being 

developed to facilitate this tracking digitally, rather than 

manually. 

UETS recognizes credits and coursework from other institutions 

accredited by the ECTE or similar accrediting organizations (for 

example, EAAA). 

UETS does seem to have procedures in place for PPD special 

access and does admit some cases under these policies. The 

numbers seem to be limited.  

There may be some room for UETS to explore further use of PPD, 

as well as recognition of prior, non formal, and informal learning. 

The VET recognized that this may introduce some tension 

between ECTE standards and state accreditation standards. 

UETS is in full compliance with the standards regarding 

graduation and certification. 
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Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None. 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 

B.5 - QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDITS 

INSTITUTIONS FOLLOW INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDIT-

COUNTING SYSTEMS 

Guidelines examined B.5.1 Qualification nomenclature; B.5.2 Credits; 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.5. General programme descriptions for credit 
counting. ▪ Information on Credit Calculations and Parameters 
▪ Credit and Workload Distribution ▪ Student Handbook 2020-
2021. 

Analysis UETS uses the correct qualification nomenclature for its 
programs and diplomas, and clearly specifies comparability. 

The information available in syllabi, program descriptors, and 
throughout all documentation reflects awareness and proper use 
ECTS credits.   

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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Master in Transformative Leadership (Non-Residential) practice orientated  
 
This programme is designed to practically serve the church and help the church to rethink 
and transform its very understanding of leadership, which is called to lead to a 
transformational holistic mission of the church in society.  Over the past five years, the 
program has shown gradual development and improvement both in the content of the 
program itself and in the number and quality of the students entering the program, as well 
as, in the writing of papers and dissertations, and their quality.  

• For the last three years, a course on Critical Thinking and Research Skills was 
integrated into the curriculum as one of the mandatory courses.  

• some courses have been modified, either because lecturers have changed, to avoid 
repetition or duplication with other courses, or to better fit the program's original 
mission statement and the current needs and challenges of the church.  

• In the last two years the MTL programme, as probably all other programmes and 
schools faced unprecedented challenges related to the COVID-19 pandemic 
situation.  

It is designed to be a degree of 120 credits at EQF level 7. 

B.1 - HOLISTIC INTEGRATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORM THEIR STUDENTS WITHIN A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION, CAREFULLY 
INTEGRATING SPIRITUAL FORMATION, CHARACTER EDUCATION, ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND PRACTICAL TRAINING 

 

Guidelines examined B.1.1 Holistic Integration; B.1.2 Spiritual Formation; B.1.3 
Character Education; B.1.4 Academic Achievement; B.1.5 
Practical training; B.1.6 Mentoring. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.1. Stated curriculum Student satisfaction responses in 
student meeting. Meetings with staff organising programmes. 
Documents relating to graduation profiles, mentoring and 
practicum ▪ Student Handbook 2020-2021. 

Analysis We observed in both documentary evidence and discussion that 
academically-focused learning activities, in general, do integrate 
competence-oriented learning (towards practice and ministry).  

In the Masters programs, spiritual and character formation are 

both integrated into individual modules and learning activities, 

and emphasized in a particular learning module. In addition, 

students are asked to submit an annual self-evaluation of their 

holistic formation. 
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From the supporting documentation and Moodle, we had the 

impression that learning activities are primarily “research-

oriented”, involving writing book reviews, papers, etc. However, 

in the SER and in discussion with faculty, it seems that in practice 

there is much more significant formation / practice-orientation 

within these book/article reviews and research report writing. In 

addition, there does some to be, in practice, more variety in 

learning activities and interaction in the “lecture” sessions that 

involve group discussion and student-centered interaction and 

contributions.  

Appropriate learning outcomes are used for the academic level 
that is expected for the degrees being offered, and students’ 
accounts of their experiences indicate they are growing in their 
ability to think critically, find information, and apply knowledge. 

Both MTh program profiles (practice oriented) aim to develop 

practitioners who are able to reflect critically on practice in their 

domains of ministerial work. However, work-based, experiential 

learning does not yet appear to be a formalized component of 

these programs (having descriptors, outcomes, and assessment 

attached so that credit can be awarded). Similarly, the final 

projects do currently appear to lean towards a research-

orientation rather than practice.  

ECTE’s standards strongly encourage institutions to make use of 

practical learning that combines students’ ministry experiences 

with theoretical and theological reflection, and that this be 

reflected in learning activities which can be assessed.  

Due to the size of both MTh programs (MTL, MTh.Miss) students 

receive close mentoring and support from the program leaders. 

This is to be commended. 

We encourage UETS to continue exploring ways of leveraging the 

local contexts of its non-residential students as a resource for 

their mentoring. In addition, we encourage UETS to consider 

whether and how the school might offer training to these 

distance-based mentors (perhaps a non-formal Moodle course) 

that would also serve to increase the school’s impact in the local 

contexts of its non-residential students.  

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (MTL + MTh.Miss): that UETS consider ways of 

formalizing work-based/experiential learning into the program 

design of their practice-oriented Masters level programs, both 

during the course of the program and in the final project design. 
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Panel conclusion Substantial compliance 

 

B.2 - CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

INSTITUTIONS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT APPROVED, OUTCOME-BASED PROGRAMMES THAT ARE FIT FOR 
PURPOSE IN CONTEXT 

Guidelines examined B.2.1 Design and approval processes; B.2.2 Outcomes and 
fitness for purpose; B.2.3 Curricula, Module descriptors and 
learning activities; B.2.4 Graduate profiles; B.2.5 Content, 
level, feasibility and progression; B.2.6 Credit allocation and 
duration; B.2.7 Content; B.2.8 Monitoring processes. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 None 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.2. Ancillary course documents, including programme 
design and approval parameters, curriculum maps, feedback 
procedures and module descriptors. Meetings with staff and 
students. 

Analysis The design and approval processes are fully compliant. 
 
The VET found both BTh programs and the MTL in full compliance 
with ECTE standards in regard to learning outcomes and fitness 
for purpose. Overall, UETS programs are designed with clearly 
defined learning outcomes that give consideration to the cultural, 
ecclesial, and social contexts of its students. 

Overall, all programs reflect thoughtful planning and careful 

calculation of credits/learning hours that account for a variety of 

learning activities.  

UETS has recently completed a massive project of moving all 

courses into Moodle and implementing a seminary wide design 

template that includes module descriptors with learning 

outcomes and activities listed in every Moodle course. This is to 

be commended. 

In numerous educational descriptors which the VET team 

examined, we noted that learning activities rely on traditional 

modes, lecture, book reviews, and research report writing. This 

was also reflected in Moodle course descriptions. However, in 

oral discussions, faculty evidence awareness and use of a rich 

variety of student-centered, practice-oriented learning activities 

both in-class and out-of-class. Yet there is also recognition of their 
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lack of familiarity at times with how to implement this variety in 

online/distributed learning.  

Well developed graduate profiles are used in all programs. 

UETS documents and policies contribute to very detailed, 

transparent guidelines for credit calculation in course 

construction.  

Credit allocation and program duration are appropriate for the 

various programs offered. 

UETS regularly monitors and reviews the outcomes of its 

programs with current students, graduates, and pastors/ministry 

leaders involved with graduates.   

The programme exhibits full compliance with the standards 

regarding involvment with context. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation: that UETS consider ways of supporting and 
improving faculty and staff understanding and ability to 
implement good online learning design in the non-residential 
programs. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance 

B.3 - LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 

INSTITUTIONS IMPLEMENT GOOD EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE IN AREAS OF LEARNING, TEACHING AND 

ASSESSMENT 

Guidelines examined B.3.1 Educational philosophy and adult pedagogy; B.3.2 
Student centred learning and teaching and assessment; B.3.3 
Module design and delivery; B.3.4 Variety; B.3.5 Delivery 
feedback; B.3.6 Assessment. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 2016 - VET recommends the MTL programme to consider 
introducing a rule that students need to finish all assignments 
before they are allowed to move on to the next phase and to 
consider the frequency of the modules in order to help 
students finish their assignments before the next module. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.3, ancillary programme and module documents, 
student handbook, various regulation documents. Attendance 
in classes by team members, examination of marked work 
submitted by students.   
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Analysis Good understanding of andragogy in the institution and their 
willingness to test, criticize and learn from other institutions, both 
on the philosophy and praxis of education. 

See comment above on B.2. UETS has seen the development of 
awareness and use of student-centered learning as rejuvenating 
the institution and all programs. They consider this to be a key 
institutional value now, as reflected in various policies, 
procedures, and practices. 

UETS reports in the SER that the 2016 recommendation was not 

addressed directly. However, UETS did “introduce writing phases 

introduced into the study process/calendar, starting from book 

reviews and essays, to bigger research papers and finishing with a 

thesis project. This allows for the gradual progress in which every 

academic step is a preparation of the student for the next phase 

of studies, that is, reading and writing of critical reviews prepare 

them for writing research papers or field projects, and 

researching and writing papers prepare them to write final thesis 

or dissertation.” 

However, there continues to be an issue of students struggling to 

finish research report writing in modules and for the final 

dissertation. In discussions with faculty and program leads, the 

VET found the UETS team open to and interested in reworking 

the learning activities. There seems to be an interest in 

experimentation in this regard, that is restrained by a concern for 

straying too far from “academic” rigor.   

The VET encourages UETS to continue following this already 

present experimentation, as this is “fitting for purpose” and 

therefore well within ECTE standards and guidelines. Some ideas 

that were discussed were using techniques such as scaffolding of 

writing assignments so that students work on smaller chunks of 

the final research report with intermediate deadlines throughout 

the course of a learning module. It may also involve further 

variation in learning activities, perhaps decreasing the number of 

research-related writing assignments, and increasing other kinds 

of creative, new media, and practice-oriented learning activities. 

In the team’s oral interactions, UETS faculty offered numerous 

examples of variety in learning activities that focus on practical 

learning and application within the domain of students’ ministry 

activities. This is to be commended.  

However, from the educational descriptors (syllabi) and Moodle, 

we had the impression that many assignments are research-
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based, writing book reviews, papers, etc. It seems that in practice, 

there is much more variety both in independent learning 

activities and “lecture” times that include significant student-

centered interaction. 

Consistent and timely assessment is carried out in all programs.  

Final research projects make use of more than one examiner for 

assessment. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (all practice-oriented programs): that UETS 
continue exploring and using learning activities in educational 
modules that are useful for the ministry activities of students. 

Recommendation (MTh programs): that UETS further consider 
ways of designing writing projects in the Masters program 
modules to facilitate students’ timely completion of all writing 
related to a module before starting a new module. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance  

B.4 - STUDENT ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT SUITABLE POLICIES FOR THE STUDENT “LIFE CYCLE” THAT 

INCLUDES ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION. 

Guidelines examined B.4.1 Admission; B.4.2 Progression; B.4.3 Recognition; B.4.4 
Graduation and certification. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.4, Student handbook, student records, student 
meeting. Documents relating to student progression, 
application and transfer. 

Analysis 
Since 2014, admissions selectivity has increased for M-level 

students so that most enrolled M-level students have English 

language ability  

Program materials do mention internet connectivity needs for 

students at the time of admission, especially, in non-residential 

programs.  
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Student progression is tracked, and new systems are being 

developed to facilitate this tracking digitally, rather than 

manually. 

UETS recognizes credits and coursework from other institutions 

accredited by the ECTE or similar accrediting organizations (for 

example, EAAA). 

UETS does seem to have procedures in place for PPD special 

access and does admit some cases under these policies. The 

numbers seem to be limited.  

There may be some room for UETS to explore further use of PPD, 

as well as recognition of prior, non formal, and informal learning. 

The VET recognized that this may introduce some tension 

between ECTE standards and state accreditation standards. 

UETS is in full compliance with the standards regarding 

graduation and certification. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None. 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 

B.5 - QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDITS 

INSTITUTIONS FOLLOW INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDIT-

COUNTING SYSTEMS 

Guidelines examined B.5.1 Qualification nomenclature; B.5.2 Credits; 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

None. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.5. General programme descriptions for credit 
counting. ▪ Information on Credit Calculations and Parameters  
▪ Credit and Workload Distribution ▪ Student Handbook 2020-
2021. 

Analysis UETS uses the correct qualification nomenclature for its 
programs and diplomas, and clearly specifies comparability. 
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The information available in syllabi, program descriptors, and 
throughout all documentation reflects awareness and proper use 
ECTS credits.   

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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Master in Mission in the modern city (Non-Residential) practice oriented 

This is a first accreditation of this programme. 

The programme’s purpose is to prepare and equip national ministers and missionaries for 
ministry in cities across Ukraine, Eurasia, and the whole world. Many ministers in Ukraine 
who are successful in rural settings struggle to minister effectively in urban contexts. 
Urbanization in Ukraine and around the world has been accelerating over the last 100-150 
years, with 67% of the population of Ukraine already living in urban settings. The reality of 
urbanization means that more and more of the people that need to be reached and 
ministered by the Gospel are located in cities, and therefore, ministers need to be better 
equipped for urban contexts. 

It is designed to be a degree of 120 ECTE credits, at EQF Level 7. 

B.1 - HOLISTIC INTEGRATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORM THEIR STUDENTS WITHIN A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION, CAREFULLY 
INTEGRATING SPIRITUAL FORMATION, CHARACTER EDUCATION, ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND PRACTICAL TRAINING 

 

Guidelines examined B.1.1 Holistic Integration; B.1.2 Spiritual Formation; B.1.3 
Character Education; B.1.4 Academic Achievement; B.1.5 
Practical training; B.1.6 Mentoring. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

N/A 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.1.1. Stated curriculum Student satisfaction responses in 
student meeting. Meetings with staff organising programmes. 
Documents ▪ Leadership and Life of the Urban Minister ▪ 
Theology of Urban Mission ▪ Ministry to Migrants and the 
Unreached ▪ Urban Anthropology and Sociology ▪ Holistic Ministry 
to the Under-Resourced. 

Analysis We observed in both documentary evidence and discussion that 
academically-focused learning activities, in general, do integrate 
competence-oriented learning (towards practice and ministry).  

In the Masters programs, spiritual and character formation are 

both integrated into individual modules and learning activities, 

and emphasized in a particular learning module. In addition, 

students are asked to submit an annual self-evaluation of their 

holistic formation. 

From the supporting documentation and Moodle, we had the 

impression that learning activities are primarily “research-

oriented”, involving writing book reviews, papers, etc. However, 
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in the SER and in discussion with faculty, it seems that in practice 

there is much more significant formation / practice-orientation 

within these book/article reviews and research report writing. In 

addition, there does some to be, in practice, more variety in 

learning activities and interaction in the “lecture” sessions that 

involve group discussion and student-centered interaction and 

contributions.  

Appropriate learning outcomes are used for the academic level 
that is expected for the degrees being offered, and students’ 
accounts of their experiences indicate they are growing in their 
ability to think critically, find information, and apply knowledge. 

Both MTh program profiles (practice oriented) aim to develop 

practitioners who are able to reflect critically on practice in their 

domains of ministerial work. However, work-based, experiential 

learning does not yet appear to be a formalized component of 

these programs (have descriptors, outcomes, and assessment 

attached so that credit can be awarded). Similarly, the final 

projects do currently appear to lean towards a research-

orientation rather than practice.  

ECTE’s standards strongly encourage institutions to make use of 

practical learning that combines students’ ministry experiences 

with theoretical and theological reflection, and that this be 

reflected in learning activities which can be assessed.  

Due to the size of both MTh programs (MTL, MTh.Miss) students 

receive close mentoring and support from the program leaders. 

This is to be commended. 

We encourage UETS to continue exploring ways of leveraging the 

local contexts of its non-residential students as a resource for 

their mentoring. In addition, we encourage UETS to consider 

whether and how the school might offer training to these 

distance-based mentors (perhaps a non-formal Moodle course) 

that would also serve to increase the school’s impact in the local 

contexts of its non-residential students.  

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (MTL + MTh.Miss): that UETS consider ways of 

formalizing work-based/experiential learning into the program 

design of their practice-oriented Masters level programs, both 

during the course of the program and in the final project design. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance 
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B.2 - CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

INSTITUTIONS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT APPROVED, OUTCOME-BASED PROGRAMMES THAT ARE FIT FOR 

PURPOSE IN CONTEXT 

Guidelines examined B.2.1 Design and approval processes; B.2.2 Outcomes and 
fitness for purpose; B.2.3 Curricula, Module descriptors and 
learning activities; B.2.4 Graduate profiles; B.2.5 Content, 
level, feasibility and progression; B.2.6 Credit allocation and 
duration; B.2.7 Content; B.2.8 Monitoring processes. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 N/A 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.2.1. Ancillary course documents including ▪ Programme 
Design and Approval Regulations 36 ▪ Possible Course Areas 
2018 ▪ Mission in the Modern City Values, Mission, Values, 
Learning Outcomes, Portrait of a Graduate ▪ Urban Mission 
Book Project 2021 ▪ Mission in the Modern City April 2018 ▪ 
Bible, Community, and Context ▪ The Biblical and 
Hermeneutical Views of Mission in the City ▪ Theology of 
Urban Mission ▪ Mission in the Modern City August 2021 ▪ 
Mission in the Modern City. List of All Courses Taught 2018-
2021, student handbook, meetings with staff and students. 

Analysis The design and approval processes are fully compliant. 
 
Overall, UETS programs are designed with clearly defined learning 
outcomes that give consideration to the cultural, ecclesial, and 
social contexts of its students. 

Regarding MTh.Miss only, an evangelical program in the field of 

urban missiology fills a critical and unique need in the Majority 

World. This has led to a unique international partnership with the 

Movement Day program (details in pSER). In discussions with the 

program lead and faculty, we heard of the value that UETS places 

on the international partnerships this program fosters, which also 

provide cross-cultural interaction that helps students to better 

understand culture and mission. Yet this pedagogical rationale is 

not yet reflected in program documents.  

WIth that, the VET recognizes the tension between UETS’s 

prioritization of contextual relevance (encouraged by ECTE 

standards) and the intake of students from provided by 

Movement Day from African or South Asian contexts along with 

the Ukrainian and Central Asian students served by UETS. The 

challenge of defining learning outcomes that consider the 
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cultural, ecclesial, and social contexts of students from such 

diverse contexts presents a tension for UETS between the local 

and distant, but also a valuable resource. It seems that if cross-

cultural experience in the program is a part of its purpose, it 

should be further featured in program rationale and purpose, 

learning outcomes, and graduate profile.  

Overall, all programs reflect thoughtful planning and careful 

calculation of credits/learning hours that account for a variety of 

learning activities.  

UETS has recently completed a massive project of moving all 

courses into Moodle and implementing a seminary wide design 

template that includes module descriptors with learning 

outcomes and activities listed in every Moodle course. This is to 

be commended. 

In numerous educational descriptors which the VET team 

examined, we noted that learning activities rely on traditional 

modes, lecture, book reviews, and research report writing. This 

was also reflected in Moodle course descriptions. However, in 

oral discussions, faculty evidence awareness and use of a rich 

variety of student-centered, practice-oriented learning activities 

both in-class and out-of-class. Yet there is also recognition of their 

lack of familiarity at times with how to implement this variety in 

online/distributed learning.  

Well developed graduate profiles are used in all programs. 

UETS documents and policies contribute to very detailed, 

transparent guidelines for credit calculation in course 

construction.  

Credit allocation and program duration are appropriate for the 

various programs offered.  

UETS regularly monitors and reviews the outcomes of its 

programs with current students, graduates, and pastors/ministry 

leaders involved with graduates.   

The programme exhibits full compliance with the standards 

regarding involvment with context. 

With regard to the MTh.Miss program, there are a number of 

internationally sought after visiting faculty who have been made 

available to UETS through the partnership with Movement Day. 

However, it is also important to the contextuality of the program 

that national (Ukrainian) faculty are involved, bringing their 

particular, practice-informed perspectives into the programme. 
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Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation: that UETS consider ways of supporting and 
improving faculty and staff understanding and ability to 
implement good online learning design in the non-residential 
programs.  
Recommendation (MTh.Miss): that the program further develop 
the program rationale for the inclusion of international students 
(Movement Day program partnership) if this international 
partnership is fitting for UETS’s purposes.  
Recommendation (MTh.Miss): that UETS consider ways of 
further involving national (Ukrainian) UETS faculty as lecturers, 
seminar leaders, and mentors for the different modules offered in 
the MTh.Miss program. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance 

B.3 - LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 

INSTITUTIONS IMPLEMENT GOOD EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE IN AREAS OF LEARNING, TEACHING AND 

ASSESSMENT 

Guidelines examined B.3.1 Educational philosophy and adult pedagogy; B.3.2 
Student centred learning and teaching and assessment; B.3.3 
Module design and delivery; B.3.4 Variety; B.3.5 Delivery 
feedback; B.3.6 Assessment. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

 2014 - VET recommends the MTL programme to consider 
introducing a rule that students need to finish all assignments 
before they are allowed to move on to the next phase and to 
consider the frequency of the modules in order to help 
students finish their assignments before the next module. The 
VET judges that this recommendation should also apply to the 
M.Th Miss programme so is included at this point. 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.3, ancillary programme and module documents 
including ▪ Regulations of the Implementation of Andragogical 
Principles in UETS ▪ Leadership and Life of the Urban Minister 
▪ Theology of Urban Mission ▪ Urban Anthropology and 
Sociology ▪ Urban Anthropology and Sociology ▪ Grading 
Standards for Mission in the Modern City 2021 ▪ Methodical 
Manual for Writing Research Papers ▪ Methodology for Case 
Studies - Mission in the Modern City Programme, student 
handbook. Attendance in classes by team members, 
examination of marked work submitted by students.   
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Analysis Good understanding of andragogy in the institution and their 
willingness to test, criticize and learn from other institutions, both 
on the philosophy and praxis of education. 

See comment above on B.2. UETS has seen the development of 
awareness and use of student-centered learning as rejuvenating 
the institution and all programs. They consider this to be a key 
institutional value now, as reflected in various policies, 
procedures, and practices. 

UETS reports in the SER that the 2014 recommendation (see 

below) was not addressed directly. However, UETS did “introduce 

writing phases introduced into the study process/calendar, 

starting from book reviews and essays, to bigger research papers 

and finishing with a thesis project. This allows for the gradual 

progress in which every academic step is a preparation of the 

student for the next phase of studies, that is, reading and writing 

of critical reviews prepare them for writing research papers or 

field projects, and researching and writing papers prepare them 

to write final thesis or dissertation.” 

However, there continues to be an issue of students struggling to 

finish research report writing in modules and for the final 

dissertation. In discussions with faculty and program leads, the 

VET found the UETS team open to and interested in reworking 

the learning activities. There seems to be an interest in 

experimentation in this regard, that is restrained by a concern for 

straying too far from “academic” rigor.   

The VET encourages UETS to continue following this already 

present experimentation, as this is “fitting for purpose” and 

therefore well within ECTE standards and guidelines. Some ideas 

that were discussed were using techniques such as scaffolding of 

writing assignments so that students work on smaller chunks of 

the final research report with intermediate deadlines throughout 

the course of a learning module. It may also involve further 

variation in learning activities, perhaps decreasing the number of 

research-related writing assignments, and increasing other kinds 

of creative, new media, and practice-oriented learning activities.  

In the team’s oral interactions, UETS faculty offered numerous 

examples of variety in learning activities that focus on practical 

learning and application within the domain of students’ ministry 

activities. This is to be commended.  

However, from the educational descriptors (syllabi) and Moodle, 

we had the impression that many assignments are research-
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based, writing book reviews, papers, etc. It seems that in practice, 

there is much more variety both in independent learning 

activities and “lecture” times that include significant student-

centered interaction. 

Consistent and timely assessment is carried out in all programs.  

Final research projects make use more than one examiner for 

assessment. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

Recommendation (all practice-oriented programs): that UETS 
continue exploring and using learning activities in educational 
modules that are useful for the ministry activities of students. 

Recommendation (MTh programs): that UETS further consider 
ways of designing writing projects in the Masters program 
modules to facilitate students’ timely completion of all writing 
related to a module before starting a new module. 

Panel conclusion Substantial compliance  

B.4 - STUDENT ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION 

INSTITUTIONS FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT SUITABLE POLICIES FOR THE STUDENT “LIFE CYCLE” THAT 

INCLUDES ADMISSION, PROGRESSION, RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION. 

Guidelines examined B.4.1 Admission; B.4.2 Progression; B.4.3 Recognition; B.4.4 
Graduation and certification. 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

N/A 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D.4, Student handbook, student records, student 
meeting. ▪ Application Documents Master’s Programme 
English 2021. 

Analysis 
Since 2014, admissions selectivity has increased for M-level 

students so that most enrolled M-level students have English 

language ability  

Program materials do mention internet connectivity needs for 

students at the time of admission, especially in non-residential 

programs.  
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Student progression is tracked, and new systems are being 

developed to facilitate this tracking digitally, rather than 

manually. 

UETS recognizes credits and coursework from other institutions 

accredited by the ECTE or similar accrediting organizations (for 

example, EAAA). 

UETS does seem to have procedures in place for PPD special 

access and does admit some cases under these policies. The 

numbers seem to be limited.  

There may be some room for UETS to explore further use of PPD, 

as well as recognition of prior, non formal, and informal learning. 

The VET recognized that this may introduce some tension 

between ECTE standards and state accreditation standards. 

UETS is in full compliance with the standards regarding 

graduation and certification. 

Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None. 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 

B.5 - QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDITS 

INSTITUTIONS FOLLOW INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION NOMENCLATURE AND CREDIT-

COUNTING SYSTEMS 

Guidelines examined B.5.1 Qualification nomenclature; B.5.2 Credits; 

Previous 
requirements or 
recommendations 

N/A 

Evidence of 
Compliance; 

SER D 5.1 and 2. final certification. General programme 
descriptions for credit counting. 

Analysis UETS uses the correct qualification nomenclature for its 
programs and diplomas, and clearly specifies comparability. 

The information available in syllabi, program descriptors, and 
throughout all documentation reflects awareness and proper use 
ECTS credits.   
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Commendations, 
recommendations, 
requirements 

None 

 

Panel conclusion Full compliance 
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E.  CONCLUSIONS 

SUMMARY OF COMMENDATIONS 

UETC is a fine institution, with many strengths. The C-SER and P-SER are well 
organized and clearly formulated. They respond (where relevant) to the 
recommendations and requirements made by the previous accreditation visits. We 
would like specially to mention the following:  

A.1.1 -Identity 

For the finding that representatives from administration to financial office and PR, 
all seemed to be lined up well on the identity, mission and vision of the institution. 

A.2 – Findings: Governance and quality assurance 

For ongoing evaluation and development of administrative processes, corporate 
culture, and communication patterns, and seeking to develop better processes and 
procedures for fostering communication between departments.  

A.3.3 – Human resources – Educational staff 

For significant commitment to faculty development towards PhDs since the 2014 
review. From 0 PhDs on faculty in 2014 to 7 now completed (8 total PhDs with 
more on the way). 

For development of a detailed workload allocation system that allows for 
transparency between faculty and administration about faculty workload, and the 
studied recognition of research, administration, mentoring, and other key faculty 
contributions. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS  
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A.5.3 – LIBRARY / LEARNING RESOURCE CENTRES 

That UETS prioritize development of Library to serve needs of all students, to continue 

developing access to digital holdings, and to developing library staff’s knowledge and ability 

to support the predominately distance-based student body.  

A.5.6 - VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS AND EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

That UETS continues in the work of developing material/resources in local languages that 

support the programs of study, especially for the MTh. Miss program. 

B.1.5 – PRACTICAL TRAINING 

That UETS consider ways of formalizing work-based/experiential learning into the program 

design of their practice-oriented Masters level programs, both during the course of the 

program and in the final project design. 

B.2.2 – OUTCOMES AND FITNESS FOR PURPOSE 

That the MTh. Miss program further develop the rationale for the inclusion of international 

students (Movement Day program partnership) that includes recognition of the benefit of 

cross-cultural interaction for helping students understand culture and mission.  

B.2.3 – CURRICULA, MODULE DESCRIPTORS AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

That UETS consider ways of supporting and improving faculty and staff’s ability to 

implement good online learning design in the non-residential programs. 

B.2.7 - CONTEXT 

That consideration be given to ways of further involvement of national (Ukrainian) UETS 

faculty as lecturers, seminar leaders, and mentors for the different modules offered in the 

MTh. Miss program. 

 

B.3.3 – MODULE DESIGN AND DELIVERY 

That UETS further consider ways of designing writing projects in the Masters programs to 

facilitate students’ timely completion of all writing related to a module before starting a 

new module.  

B.3.4 – VARIETY 

That UETS continue exploring and using learning activities in educational modules that are 

useful for the ministry activities of students. 

 

In addition, the plans to increase the Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry 

(Residential) practice orientated programme from 180 to 240 credits is recommended to be 

included in the renewed accreditation in principle but reported on in the school’s APRs in 

the next few years. 
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Overall summary 

The visitation team recommends to the ECTE Council that UETS be judged to be in 

compliance with the Standards and Guidelines of the ECTE in both institutional and 

programme areas for the; 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (Residential) practice orientated 

Bachelor in Theology and Christian Ministry (Non-Residential) practice orientated 

Master in Transformative Leadership (Non-Residential) practice orientated  

assessing them equivalent in standard to Bachelor of Theology and Master of Theology 

degrees. The team recommends the renewal of accreditation, with the relevant 

recommendations listed above, monitored through the annual reporting processes of ECTE.  

The visitation team also recommends to the ECTE Council that UETS be judged to be in 

compliance with the Standards and Guidelines of the ECTE in programme areas for the; 

Master in Mission and the Modern City practice oriented. 

assessing this programme equivalent in standard to a Master of Theology degree with the 

relevant recommendations listed above monitored through the annual reporting processes 

of ECTE. 

The visitation team would like to record their gratitude to UETS for a warm welcome and 

constantly helpful interaction with the team throughout the process. It was truly a meeting 

of colleagues in the process from which we in the team learnt much and greatly appreciated 

the staff and leadership of UETS in their excellence and commitment in following their 

calling.  

In producing this report, all those involved as peer experts have been free from undue 

influence or stakeholders on the findings, analysis, conclusions, commendations, 

recommendations and requirements. 

The visitation team. 

Signed: 

Prof. Caleb Hutcherson, Lebanon (Team Leader) 
Dr. Peter Penner, Austria 

Jieen Chen, Germany (student representative) 

Dr Graham Cheesman, UK, (Review Secretary). 
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